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Abstract— Dispersed processing is pool of organizations that are provided for customer. Conveyed stockpiling data may be 

gotten to from wherever at whatever point due to cloud works in remote zone. It manhandles the organizations given by the 

cloud supplier. There are shifting sorts of cloud benefits particularly, PC code as a Service, Platform as an organization, 

Infrastructure as an organization, Network as a Service, Identity as an organization. Getting ready models of cloud encapsulate 

Intra cloud, lay cloud, arrange Cloud and lay cross cloud. By virtue of the organizations of disseminated registering, there's a 

gigantic measure of learning hold tight cloud .Hence it's required to supply the acceptable security to the information in 

Clouds. Consequently the conveyed stockpiling has expanded additional thought from each the teachers and mechanical shared 

attributes. It likewise gets new troubles keeping up learning genuineness and unwavering quality in data accumulating 

.Deviating the cloud from single to multi-cloud is imperative to accomplish the information security. Multi cloud is very 

proposed appreciation to the soundness that fragile data shouldn't be dispatched to one cloud, to avoid oppression on only one 

cloud supplier. Data to be held tight is part into varied squares and scattered among absolutely extraordinary disseminated 

stockpiling suppliers. To deal with all the outline we will when all is said in done gift an audit paper. This diagram paper relies 

upon the propelled examination related with single and multi-cloud esteem, security and handiness based generally describe. 

This work  mean to drive crafted by multi spread over single cloud to decrease the vulnerability demanding inside the cloud 
 

Keywords— Cloud Computing, Data Privacy, Multi-Clouds, Security, Confidential Data, Cloud Service Provider. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Distributed computing incorporates dissecting and putting 

away data.It is an electronic model for giving a reasonable 

domain to share the resources.Cloud suppliers give the 

applications by means of internet.It is request based system  

 
Fig.1 Overview of Cloud computing 

Figure 1 describes the overview of cloud computing as 

follows. 

The element of the security issue on appropriated registering 

is occupied with the SPI exhibit for instance Programming as 

a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Web as an 

organization (IaaS) and id discussed in detail in this paper. 

The Software is the organization given to the customer to 

using application running on the cloud. The Platform is the 

organization offered by the master center to present 

customer's very own application on the authority 

community's cloud establishment without presenting any 

additional gadgets and programming on their close-by 

machines. The Infrastructure is the organization given to the 

customer to utilize the workplace of limit, taking care of and 

frameworks organization with the goal that customer can run 

and send any item or device on this stage. 

 

A. Factors Of Cloud Computing 

 There are different factors of cloud computing that should be 

looked into it 
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                           Fig.2 Factors of Cloud computing 

 

Figure 2 describes the factors of cloud computing as follows. 

 

1.Multi-sharing :  

It incorporates sharing pool of assets, stockpiling 

administrations and applications with the co inhabitants 

remaining on a similar stage.  

 

2.Increased ascendable:  

It expands the adaptability as far as space for capacity, 

transfer speed and so on.  

 

3.Adapatability:  

It gives the adaptability in diminishing or expanding the 

assets on need premise.  

 

4. Pay on use:  

Clients will pay dependent on the use of assets on cloud.  

 

5. System Access:  

Cloud administrations can be gotten to utilizing pc, PC or 

portable device.SaaS(Software as a Service) 

 

B. Cloud Service Models: 

 There are three models  

 
Fig.3 Service Models of Cloud computing 

Figure 3 describes the service models of  cloud computing. It 

is explained below.  

 

SaaS(Software as a Service)  

It is completely on intrigue application administration. Client 

can get to databases and application programming's on 

intrigue or need of customers. It presents and run 

applications in solitude PCs or in their own server ranches. 

This discards the expense of hardware getting, provisioning 

and upkeep, similarly as programming allowing, foundation 

and backing  

 

PaaS (Platform as a Service)  

It is totally on intrigue arrange organization to have costumer 

application. Stage as an organization (PaaS) is organization 

in which an untouchable vender gives gear and programming 

devices. A PaaS provider has the gear and programming 

without any other individual structure. In this manner, Users 

need not to present in-house gear and programming to make 

or run another application.  

 

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)  

It joins sorting out system organizations, data amassing and 

handling organizations. The IaaS provider furthermore gives 

the organizations to run with those establishment fragments. 

The organizations look like charging, watching, getting to, 

security, support, replication and recovery. 

 

C. Cloud Formation Models: 

 
      Fig.4 Formation Models of Cloud computing 

Figure 4 describes the models of cloud computing .It is as 

follows 

 

1. Private Cloud:  

This is gotten to by the general customers and guaranteed by 

single affiliation. It suggests a model of disseminated 

processing where IT organizations are passed on over 

arranged IT system for the submitted usage of a singular 

affiliation. It is completely constrained by a single affiliation 

who has all out bearing over the applications continue 

running on the foundation, where they run, and the 

comprehensive network or on the other hand affiliations 

utilizing it - essentially over each bit of the foundation. A 

private cloud can be gotten to through web assets.  

 

2. Open Cloud:  

A private cloud can be gotten to through web assets. The 

organizations may be for nothing or on enthusiasm, for 

instance, CPU cycles, amassing or information exchange 

limit they use, etc. An open cloud is in a general sense the 

web and is executed utilizing a commonplace server farm 

foundation of equipment and programming that is shared by 

different clients. The server farm is off-premises. Open 

Cloud master networks use the web to give assets, for 
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example, applications and capacity to the general people, or 

on an 'open cloud.  

 

3. Mixture Cloud:  

Mixture cloud is a mix of two mists which combines off-

premises and on-premises getting to of benefits. In this way, 

affiliations can profit by versatile IT assets offered by outside 

Cloud suppliers while keeping express applications or 

information inside the firewall. A blended Cloud condition 

fuses multifaceted nature concerning the vehicle of jobs 

transversely over various conditions, seeing of within and 

outside foundation included, security and protection, and 

may as such not be reasonable for applications requiring 

complex databases or synchronization. 

 

II. ADVANTAGES OF CLOUD 

 

It is advantageous in terms of 

It is invaluable as far as  

 

Organization:  

1. Programming can be gotten to effectively  

2. Recuperation of Data should be possible effectively.  

3. Administrator work can be diminished.  

4. Organization is done rapidly  

 

Cost  

1. Capital Investment isn't genuinely necessary.  

2. Rather Capital costs can be changed to working costs.  

3. Less IT Staff is required.  

 

Organization  

1. Joint effort is improved.  

2. It is anything but difficult to have an association with 

different associations.  

 

Information  

1. Information is verified in the cloud.  

2. Client's information will be leveled out of cloud specialist 

co-ops.  

 

As Cloud Computing has picked up considerations from all 

association, there are potential Security Concerns in Cloud 

Computing which should be tended to. This incorporates 

Outsourcing,  

 

Shared Responsibility, Virtualization, Multi-tenure, Service 

Level Agreement.  

 

D. Issues in Cloud Computing: 

 

1. Data capacity  

Normally cloud specialist organizations give stockpiling as 

an administration (SAAS).They get the information from the 

client and set in the server farms which implies a capacity 

administration. Yet, the issue is whether the information 

which is put away in the cloud ids safe or not. Since we have 

a few issues where the information is lost because of security 

openings.  

 

2. Data Security  

There are a few situations where the information is left amid 

exchange from neighborhood server to cloud .It causes the 

security risk in distributed computing.  

 

3. Data Integrity  

Information trustworthiness is one of the basic issues in 

distributed computing. Since it guarantees that the 

information is of value, and verified. In any case, it might get 

flopped as the information may get modified or erased.  

 

4. Cost  

Cost is likewise one of the serious issue in distributed 

computing. Here the information estimate is legitimately 

relative to the expense in light of the fact that the more the 

information is put away the more sums the client needs to 

pay. There is another issue that putting away the information 

in single cloud. 

 

III.   LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Emir Erdem et al.[1] proposed a cloud based OTP 

architecture which includes three modules namely User, 

Service Provider, Cloud Based OTP Provider. Here user 

enrolls and logins into the system with username, password, 

OTP. These three are sent to the service provider and then 

sent to the cloud provider. Then cloud will matches the OTP 

of the user with its file. Then the login will be successful. 

 

Yucai Zhou et al.[2] proposed a new architecture in which 

the data is collected and categorized into two models. One is 

cloud layer which handles all core information and the other 

one application layer which takes care about the 

virtualization process. It creates highway platform the cloud 

is splitting into many computable units through a network 

and analysis is based on data. 

 

Himel Dey et al.[3] proposed a new model on integration of  

cloud security with multi tenanacy.In this model new server 

is included for distributing keys to the users.This server 

handles two servers one is for authentication and the other is 

for giving ticket to the user for further procedure.A main 

server called file server which provides the resources by 

taking Ticket from thr user.To get that ticket user has to 

register and request for the ticket from distribution 

server.After verifying ticket the resources will be allocated to 

the user. 

 

HONGBO LI et al.[4]  proposed a Identity Based Encryption 

with Flexible Authorization  which provides more efficiency 
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in filtering the encrypted data with the respective keys. It has 

modeled with four levels of authorization. One is to compare 

the encryption between any users on the cloud. Second level 

includes comparison of cipher text of any users on the cloud. 

Third Level tells the comparison of cipher text of specific 

user. Fourth is hybrid approach. 

 

Andrei Tchernykh et al[5] proposed multi cloud based 

storage system which is called weight access scheme. 

Though this model information loss got reduced a lot .Based 

on the weight of the key the resources will be saved. 

 

Prof. Amit R. Gadekar et al[6] proposed a model to classify 

the data into categories based on the importance of the data. 

The data is categorized into three levels high level, medium 

level, low level. The encryption will be done based on the 

level of the data. The encryption will be more secured for the 

high level data, no encryption will be done on for the low 

level data.The data is segmented into either horizontal or 

vertical.  

 

Jayachander Surbiryala et al.[7] extended the exisisting 

model by extending with a new module called User Shredder 

Module(USM).This is used in some scenarios like when the 

user wants to shift from one provider to other provider in the 

cloud then all the services should be stopped.Before stopping 

the services the data of the user should be used by other 

users.SO USM will be used to change the data of the user 

into unrelated information. 

 

Talal Halabi et al[8] proposed a new model of allocation of 

resources satisfying the security parameters(C,A,I). It is used 

to provide the security satisfaction to the users’ requests and 

assigning the requests to the appropriate data centers, which 

will then perform the internal distribution of resources and 

workload management according to other parameters such as 

physical servers’ resource capacity, power efficiency, and 

load balancing. 

 

D. N. WU et al. [9] proposed verifiable public key 

encryption in which it has four modules namely Key 

generator, cloud server, clients and Data Holders. Key 

generator is responsible for creating the encrypted keys based 

on requirements. Data Holders are responsible for handling 

the confidential data and then sent to the authorized users. 

Cloud Servers maintain a huge amount of data that should be 

shared among the users based on searchable cipher text. 

Users should register for the keyword encryption for to 

search for the specific files. 

 

Jianyi Zhang et al.[10] proposed a work on Searchable 

Asymmetric Ciphertext (SAC) which can be used in Multi 

Data Holders (MDH).Here there will be multiple data 

holders who want to sent their the data to the specific user. 

Before sending the files to the user MDH should create their 

privacy based searchable indexes for respective files.If the 

user wants to search for the file he has to enter the trapdoor 

(which is encoded version of keywords to search) then the 

cloud server will match with that keyword and the result will 

be given to the user.  

 

Mohd. Aman Kalyankar et al.[11] proposed a trusted cloud 

computing platform where the manual work is transformed 

into digital where all the documents are uploaded into the 

cloud for the digital process.Instead of working in a physical 

way working with digital way is more easily accessible. 

 

Mu Yang et al.[12] proposed a block chain-based  privacy 

and preserving  of data.It does not allow the outsourced 

services like providing own privacy services,  tracing the 

sharing services etc.It mainly concentrates on storing and 

verifying the data and then assigning the budget assumptions 

through independent block chain contracts based on the  data  

owner requirements. 

 

Nikhil Shrivastva et al[13] Cloud provides many benefits in 

terms of  cost and accessibility of data. Providing security to 

the data which is uploaded by the user is a major factor. 

Users will store the confidential data in the cloud which is 

being handled by the third party people called as Service 

Providers….untrusted. The data will be stored in a Single 

cloud which is risky in terms of security as well as server 

crashes. To overcome this problem A movement of clouds–

of-clouds has started. The solution is data is distributed and 

replication for storage and retrieval on multiple clouds. Here 

the user will get registered   then uploads the data on cloud 

which is distributed on three cloud servers. After uploading 

the data respective keys are being generated from respective 

clouds and a generalized key is encrypted using byte 

substitution encryption technique. This encrypted key is then 

provided to the user/client. For downloading the same data 

from the servers, the client uses the encrypted key which is 

decrypted and the three keys are again generated and are 

being given to clouds and the data is retrieved. 

 

P. Raja Kaushik et al [14] provides confidentiality for the 

messages in storage servers user has to encrypt his message 

by using some cryptography methodology. After that user 

has to apply associate erasure code methodology to encode 

and store messages. When he needs to use the message he 

must retrieve the code word symbols from storage servers 

and then rewrite them. Here there are three issues raised. 

First one is User will create more communication and 

computation traffic   between users and servers. Second one 

is user has to manage cryptographic keys i.e; If  user lost his 

device of cryptographic keys then safety will be broken.SO 

storage servers cannot directly support different functions. 

That means one user’s message cannot be directly forwarded 

to another user by storage servers. The owner of messages 

should retrieve, decode, and rewrite so forward them to a 
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different user. In this paper, we are proposing to address the 

matter of forwarding information to a different user by 

storage servers directly below the command of the 

information owner. Since storing cryptologic keys in a very 

single device is risky, a user distributes his cryptologic key to 

key servers    that performs cryptographic functions on behalf 

of the user which is protected by security mechanisms. To 

work with   the distributed structure of systems, we need 

servers perform all operations many times. With this thought, 

we propose a brand new threshold proxy encryption theme 

and integrate it with a secure localized code to make a secure 

distributed storage system. The encoding theme supports 

cryptography operations over encrypted messages and 

forwarding operations over encrypted and encoded messages. 

 

Dayanand Sagar Kukkala et al[15] proposed an architecture 

called as Information-centric security architecture to 

overcome these security concerns. The existing problems are 

cheap data analysis, cost-effective and increased 

authentication demands.SO the proposed system is 

Developing Information centric security framework for 

cloud computing to minimize all these problems. Below is 

the example for how the Information centric security 

framework works for a pharmaceutical company. 

 

The chief scientist will hire a university professor as a part 

time consultant. He is given access to confidential documents 

for review. Since these documents should be kept as top 

secret documents, stored and transmitted in cipher text. 

Below are the steps for architecture 

1. The policy created for access/usage rules for ―Top Secret‖ 

documents.  

2. Document is classified as ―Top Secret‖ and tagged 

accordingly  

3. University professor hired as consultant and given access 

to ―Top Secret‖ document 

 4. An encrypted copy is sent to the professor with 

authorization rules. Professor can only read the document 

while the chief scientist is allowed to save it to a flash drive.  

5. After 30 days, the professor’s local encryption key is 

destroyed and he can no longer access the file. 

Mohamad Reza Khayyambashi et al.[16] proposed a new 

cloud which is been divided in two categories one is Cloud 

by Personal Access which is used to save personal data and 

Cloud by Group Access which is used to work at different 

levels accessing for data. This is used by organizations who 

can put their data for their employees to read edit the data. 

 

Maha TEBAA et al.[17] proposed a needed technology 

which became popular for sharing resources, maintenance 

etc. But there is never ending problem with the cloud 

security. There is a problem with data transfer security. 

When the data is being transferred to the cloud we use 

encryption methods to secure the and store data. But to 

process the data on a server, the cloud provider need to 

access the raw data which is untrustworthy. In this we 

propose a method of executing the operations on encrypted 

data. We are introducing the concept of Cloud Computing 

and the necessity to adopt Homomorphic Encryption to 

secure the calculation of data hosted by the Cloud provider. 

The Homomorphic Encryption method is able to perform 

operations of encrypted data without decrypting them. 

 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

 

A. Multi Cloud 

Multi cloud alludes to mix of different mists from the 

numerous cloud suppliers.  

 

It has a capacity to choose distinctive cloud administrations 

from various cloud suppliers dependent on the client's 

information. Multi-cloud is the place an affiliation use 

something like two dispersed processing stages to perform 

distinctive errands. Affiliations that would lean toward not to 

depend upon a lone cloud provider may use resources from a 

couple of providers to get the best preferences from each 

remarkable organization.. 

 
Fig.5 Overview of  Multi Cloud  

 

Figure 5 describes the overview of multi cloud computing as 

follows. 

B. Analysis of Multi-Clouds 

Multi mists approach is a distributed storage engineering that 

builds a virtual cloud by consolidating distinctive Cloud 

stockpiling administrations. Information put away will be 

separated into different squares and conveyed them among 

various distributed storage suppliers in a repetitive way.To 

dodge reliance on a solitary cloud supplier Multi mists is 

profoundly required. The reason that the client can't believe a 

solitary cloud information to store the information. 

Henceforth exchanging the distributed computing from 

single to multi is basic for the information security.  

Here the customer information (C1 ,C2,C3) is isolated into 

parts, put away in Cloud An and B and the metadata is put 

away in a private cloud.  

The accompanying table demonstrates the diverse strategies 

utilized in multi cloud Data 
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Table 1: Literature Review. 

 

 

 

  

S.No Method Author Name Implementaion Benefits 

1 Homomorphic 

Encryption 

Mark D.Ryan etal. High authentication level,High 

Security through auditing the 

data,Robust Data Sharing with 

Key. 

Data Security is achieved. 

2 CP-ABE/KP-ABE Sherif H. Nour El-

Din 

KP-ABE 

and CP-ABE. KP-ABE enables 

data owner to encrypt a given 

message using specific attributes 

Enables 

the data owner  specific data user without 

affecting 

other existing users 

 

3 Identity-Based 

Broadcast Encryption 

(IBBE) 

Ling Liu Usage of convergent 

encryption (CE) and ID-based 

broadcast encryption 

(IBBE) 

It assures 

the confidentiality of data files and the 

security 

of convergent keys. 

4 ID Crypt GUOFENG LIN Searching the encrypted data  

and shared that encrypted data 

among users. 

Improves the security strength and 

efficiency of searching 

5 Hierarchical Identity 

Based Encryption 

Yang et al Implemented for decryption and 

revocation 

Improves the efficiency of In-cloud Storage 

6 SecRA Yun Tian 

et al. 

Uses Shamir Secret key 

alogorithm for data 

integrity,confiedentiality. 

Improves the security,reliability and 

performance of cloud storage 

7 Trust management Weijuan 

Fan et al. 

It distributes the group of 

Trusted Service Providers 

Improves the multi-cloud trust 

8 Multi-Agent 

System (MAS) 

Amir 

Mohamed 

Talib et al 

Providing interaction on a  cloud 

network 

Provides a security framework 

9 Distribution 

based, Cryptography 

based and 

Hybrid based 

solutions 

Tara 

Salman et 

al. 

It is implemented for security To strengthen the multi-cloud security 

10 Message locked 

Encryption 

(MLE) 

 

HassanO. 

Karame 

et.al. 

Fault tolerance protocol Cloud Data Security is achieved. 

11 CHARM C. Divya 

Shaly et 

al. 

Data Hosting Scheme It is cost efficient 

12 DEPSKY Ouadia 

Zibouth 

et.al 

 

Implements convergent 

encryption to encrypt  user’s 

personal data with a unique key. 

High efficient encryption is applied. 

13 Shamir Secret M.Muhil  et 

al. 

Storing the data in multiple 

clouds and encrypt them before 

transferring. 

To reduce the risk of data attacking 

14 SDSMC Framework F.Leo John et al. It implements file splitting, 

encryption, decryption and 

merging. 

To reduce the risk of process tampering. 

15 DTBAC R.K. 

Banyal et 

al. 

Feasible Access control solution 

for cloud. 

TO deter the risk of unauthorized activities. 

16 EPDP A. Manimaran Data integrity verification Improves the scalability service. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050915005128#!
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

There are different methods to look into the security of multi 

cloud. Each approach discusses briefly about the algorithm 

used and the architecture needed to enhance the security. The 

purpose of this work is to overcome the security issue related 

with single cloud as well as multi cloud. Much research has 

been done on the single cloud and more research is going in 

the area of multi cloud to overcome the security issue as 

well. It is observed that Multi-Cloud is one of the best 

scheme can be used in solving or managing the cloud 

security issues. 
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